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6 Hot reminder apps for Android and iOSHere is the list of 6 best reminder apps for Android and iPhone users. TNN | Updated: Jun 21, 2018, 18:37 ISTBy Dheeraj Jangra In today's world, most of us are affected by I'm busy syndrome. Thus, we need someone to keep a tab on our everyday but important tasks such as making an appointment, attending a wedding or a birthday
party, paying the bills, taking medications/pills, sending out mail and so on. And what better way to free up mental space than by delegating tasks and errands to our smartphones that are 24X7 by our side. Here is the list of 6 best reminder apps for Android and iPhone users. 1. To make reminder with Alarm Setup of the app is quite neat. There is an option to choose day or night
theme for good visibility. You can tap Do tasks from the menu and enter details such as the date, time and how often it should be repeated (hour, daily, weekly, monthly, and even annually, or it's a one-time event). The icing on the cake is that you can add a task with a voice command! You can also sync birthdays and anniversaries for friends and family members from Facebook,
Google Calendar, Phone Contacts, or create a new birthday and anniversary list. 2. Any.Do it also comes with an easy-to-use interface. The app gives you four main lists tagged: Today, tomorrow, coming and one day. Each main list has a + character on the right that you can tap to create a do-do list. Like many other apps in Any.do list, you support voice command. It is also
equipped with autocomplete functionality; it predicts the task you enter by offering suggestions, which are based on the places near you and the task you have previously entered. This saves you both time and effort. 3. Wunderlist What strikes you when you open Wunderlist is its minimalist and non-cluttered interface. But that does not mean that it lacks functionality; actually as you
dig deeper you will come across tons of options. It's just that they don't stare you in the face. In addition to creating do-lists, Wunderlist lets you share lists and collaborate with family, friends, and colleagues. There's also an option to attach images, PDFs, presentations, and more to your tasks. The app suggests some lists to get started, such as Work, Private, and Movies to
watch. 4. Todoist For easier collaboration Todoist allows you to share tasks / lists / projects with others. It also has location-based reminders. For example, you can set a reminder that every time you're in a local grocery store, you'll need to buy an email with milk. The interface is decent, and you'll see an overview of your daily and weekly achievements with beautifully tailored
productivity graphs. With the expensive paid version, you get advanced features. 5. Google Keep Google Keep is probably one of the most popular notes available right now. Users can add a note by typing record their voices, or you can dictate your thoughts and and Hold will transcribe them for you. You can also create a location by either attaching a photo stored on your device
or pinning a photo from your phone. Each note comes with a cool set of customizations: Users can color notes for easy identification; tag it with a category of your choice, share it via email or third party apps etc. You can also access your notes from any device as they sync automatically to your phone, tablet, and laptop via the Google Keep website or chrome app. Remember the
milk A description of the app in the Google Play store says You'll never forget the milk (or anything else) again. We can't agree anymore! Keep in mind that the milk gives you a quick look at your week or day. It has option like All Tasks, Today, Tomorrow, This Week, Given to Others etc. It integrates with Gmail, Google Calendar, Twitter, Evernote and more. There are options to
customize the look of your app. Buy a Pro subscription in-app and it will unlock features like: Subactivities - break your tasks into smaller, more manageable pieces, sync with Microsoft Outlook, and much more. Binge-watching your favorite apps just got so much better with Samsung Galaxy Tab A7Google's new hum to search feature will tell you the catchy song you can't
rememberForsikringDekho launches online mobile app 'ID Edge'Google Recorder app gets new editing featuresGoogle kills another app in 2020Delhi Metro planning interactive app, websiteGoogle Tasks and Calendar integration is now rolling outStrike correct notes with these 7 music appsHvasApp starts to roll out the group video calling feature, here are all the details Keep
informed on the go is one of the many things that our smartphones are incredible tools for. In everyday hustle and bustle, it's easy to ignore the world around you, but the news is everywhere, including on your phone. These are the best news apps for your Android device today! Staff choice In addition to giving you quick access to the best daily headlines, Google News has a For
you tab that provides news you care about. The app is free, and although it doesn't exactly replace Google Reader, it does a pretty good job at everything else. Free on Google Play Inoreader is a fantastic RSS reader and service that makes it easy to build your own newsfeed. And you won't be forced to pay a subscription unless you want more features like notifications or offline.
In addition, you can use Inoreader on your phone or computer with the web version. Free w/ IAP on Google Play Flym News Reader is a unique RSS reader as it does not sync with any services like Feedly or Feedbin. Instead, you can review and some of your sources, and they're stored right in the app. Then the articles are updated and displayed as soon as they hit the site you
follow. Free on Google Play If you prefer to have your news delivered in RSS form, Feedly is mostly these days. Rising from the ashes of off Reader closed, Feedly has evolved and refined its service and app, and it's a pretty good choice all the way. Free w/ IAP on Google Play Yahoo News has become a fan favorite with its curated sources from top news sources worldwide. In
addition to live video feeds, you can customize which sources appear in Yahoo News to customize your newsfeed. Free on Google Play For many, Flipboard is the default news app for Android. It has been around for a while and was one of the first apps to make it less boring to read the news with its pictureyoung, magazine-style layout. Free on Google Play It can be hard to keep
up with the world of Android news, but with an app like Drippler, this task is made a little easier. Drippler curates news, tips and tricks, and much more from all your favorite Android news sources while providing great design and even some widgets. Free m /IAP on Google Play Just as the name implies, the SmartNews app is designed smart, so you can quickly read all the latest
headlines from around the world. News categories appear as Channels at the top of the screen, giving you the ability to swipe through them one by one or tap a specific channel. Free on Google Play With all the different video streaming platforms, it can be difficult to keep track of what's coming and when it comes. With an app like Must, these concerns are put to rest as this
serves as a social media network for movies and TV shows. Free on Google Play When the news breaks, chances are it broke via Twitter in one way or another. With 240 characters, Twitter has become the place to learn about everything that happens in the world, and with live updates you'll never miss a beat. Free on Google Play Pocket has become a favorite among
newsreaders for the ability to save articles to read later quickly. In addition, there is a curated best of web section, which will provide you with unique news articles that you may otherwise not have heard or seen. Free on Google Play It can be hard to find an app that not only allows you to read sources from various news sources around the world. But Haystack TV does it and
pushes the envelope by giving users access to more than 300 channels to watch the news from your area or anywhere in the world. Free w / Ads on Google Play Source: Andrew Myrick / Android Central The list of good news apps can continue and on for several days, as there are many different ways to consume news today. This is a good problem to have as you can find the
best news app to consume information in a way that you like. Google News has been around for a while, but it was left untouched for far too long. Then Google decided to give it a much-needed and much deserved facelift, and it has become the de-facto news app for many. This is largely partial to the curation offered and the customization options that are built in. On the other
hand, is for the more power users who are looking for more from their news app. You can customize customizable Your newsfeed shows exactly what you want, and there are many integrations to save content for later using Evernote, Dropbox, and more. More.
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